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Welcome!
www.unfair-game.com

For new recruits to the park

For artists depicting Unfair staff

Since Unfair opened its first theme park in 2016,
our guests have treasured the elements that set
Unfair parks apart: the full-featured rides, the most
comfortable venues, the best quality shows – and the
friendliest staff members.

These guidelines list the important details for each
type of staff member, and show examples of how they
should look.

A big part of that is your welcoming smile and warm,
caring manner. Once you learn to fake that, you’ll get
along just fine.

Of course, following our strict dress code won’t stop
you from being dismissed at a moment’s notice for
some frivolous reason, but at least it won’t be because
you wore the wrong shoes.

The bullet points in the notes on each page describe
the required items, so that we can keep the look of
new staff members consistent with those already
working in the park.

Working in an Unfair park is never dull. In a normal
day, you may be the subject of mind control,
teleportation, time travel, dimensional reduction,
freezing, cloning, alien symbiosis, and that timehonoured classic, rapid gastric decontainment.

It’s also part of the job to make sure guests remain
blissfully unaware of any behind-the-scenes corporate
backstabbing or mayhem. We never break character,
even if it kills us. And it might.
Regardless of the challenges of your particular role,
taking pride in your appearance means you become
a role model for those around you. It also means you
will need to buy at least three complete changes of
uniform, available at the company store.
The guidelines on the following pages have been
developed to help you stay looking your best, even
under the most Unfair of circumstances.
Good luck!

Admin staff who are not guest-facing
require presentable office attire.

Guest-facing staff must follow the
uniform guidelines for their role.

Park Attendants
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Notes
Tools & Accessories

Some roles require a cash-handling
apron or a token-dispenser belt.

The park attendant uniform consists of:

Robotic employees may
paint chassis elements in
place of uniform items.

Your role may include an
item of approved headwear.

• White button-up shirt, in short or long sleeves
according to preference and season. Long sleeves
may be rolled neatly for a mid-length look.
• Official blue vest with white trim and pinstripes,
always worn buttoned.
• Red tie or neck scarf, according to preference.
• Black knee-length skirt or full-length trousers,
according to preference.
• Black shoes, flat slip-ons or closed-toe lace-ups,
with black socks.
• Black belt with plain buckle.
• Supervisors add a black jacket.
• Official name badge, pinned on the upper left of the
outer garment.

Outdoor Attendants
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The loose-fitting outdoor
uniform offers freedom of
movement for any running,
hiding, or cowering required.

Tools & Accessories
Notes
The outdoor attendant uniform consists of:

A satchel may be used to carry
items to provide smaller animals
with individual feeding and care.

Tools are supplied to allow you
to safely handle the start and
the end of the feeding process.

• White button-up shirt, with mid-length sleeves
• Official blue vest with dual pockets, always worn
open for an active look.
• Red neck scarf.
• Dark blue knee-length shorts.
• Tan hiking boots, with plain grey socks.
• Brown belt with plain buckle.
• Optional tan wide-brimmed hat.
• Official name badge, pinned on the upper left of the
outer garment.

Maintenance & Support
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Tools & Accessories

Notes
The maintenance uniform consists of:

Keeping everything clean improves the overall
attractiveness of the park. Gold star for you!

Emotional support bears are
available when guests need a little
help managing their excitement.

• White short-sleeved undershirt. T-shirt collar when
worn under a button-up shirt. Button collar when
worn under overalls.
• Dark blue shirt, always worn buttoned.
• Dark blue full-length trousers.
• Outdoor roles may substitute dark blue overalls,
according to preference.
• Black shoes, closed-toe lace-ups, with black socks.
• Black belt with plain buckle.
• ID badge, pinned on the upper half of the outer
garment.

Park Security
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Undercover security agents are
required to blend in with guests.
The role of undercover security has
one of the highest turnover rates in
the park. The things they’ve seen...

Notes

Tools & Accessories

A practical tool for night patrol,
a flashlight can also be dropped
to mark your last known position
when dragged off by a cursed
mummy or swamp creature.

The park security uniform consists of:

Security staff may use
sunglasses to inspire the proper
respect for their authoritah.

Always be ready to call for
backup if the roving groups
of youths get too jaded.

• Light blue long-sleeve button-up shirt with dark
blue epaulets and pocket flaps . Sleeves may not be
rolled; security is a serious position.
• Dark blue tie.
• Silver tie clip.
• Dark blue full-length trousers.
• Black shoes, closed-toe lace-ups suitable for speedy
pursuit if necessary, with black socks.
• Black belt with plain buckle.
• Guest-facing security wear their ID shield on
their upper sleeves, for maximum appearance of
authority. Undercover security carry their ID shield
in a wallet.

Construction
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On sites using robotic workers,
chassis colour schemes must
follow uniform guidelines to
avoid alarming the guests.

Designers may visit the
perimeter of the work site
without a vest, but may
not enter without one.

Tools & Accessories

Notes
The construction uniform consists of:

Suitable equipment is provided on the work site,
along with plenty of unsuitable equipment.

Safety eyewear is
recommended.

• Mandatory yellow safety helmet when on-site.
• Mandatory orange hi-vis vest with white reflective
stripes when on-site.
• Blue long sleeve button-up shirt. Sleeves may be
rolled.
• Optional white t-shirt or undershirt.
• Dark blue full-length trousers.
• Black steel-capped work boots.
• Black belt with plain buckle.
• ID badge may be worn on a lanyard, or clipped
to the belt, or stored in a pocket, but must be
presented to security on demand.

Park Defence
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Park defence members take their
duty very seriously, but rarely see
action. They are only called upon
when huge external threats…
threaten to… threaten the park.

In the brightly coloured setting of
a theme park, a blue camouflage
pattern stands out exactly as
much as everything else. Genius!

Tools & Accessories
Notes
The park defence uniform consists of:

Looking too closely at danger
can lower morale, so park
defence staff are professionally
trained in not-looking.

Guests just need a little reassurance.
They can rest easy knowing that
our reassurances are rocketfuelled and explosive-tipped.

Sometimes a giant monster attack
is unavoidable, but defence staff
have methods for distracting the
beast toward a less vital target.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue camouflage combat helmet.
Red short-sleeved undershirt with t-shirt collar.
Blue camouflage long-sleeved shirt.
Blue camouflage full-length pants.
Black gloves.
Black boots.
Black belt with plain buckle.
Optional elbow, knee, and chest padding,
depending on the role.

Temporal Services
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Depending on the destination
time-period, agents may wear
a helmet designed to make
the testimony of any eyewitnesses seem… unreliable.
“I swear, it was a giant cat!! And
it appeared out of thin air!!!”

Are your guests irritable because
noisy neighbours kept them up all
night? No problem! Agents can tweak
a guest’s timestream to ensure a
perfect theme park visit every time.

Tools & Accessories

Agents maintain contact with their past and
future selves, so that an agent of the appropriate
age can be selected for each mission.

Temporal services can retrieve a guest’s lost
phone, handbag, or child without causing
a paradox, by collecting the item just after
it was left behind, thereby changing only
the reason the item was lost, not the fact.

Notes
The temporal services uniform, devised by Epsilon
Research Laboratories, is the same for all staff:

There are many available styles
of Credibility Reduction Helmet.

The stunner and short-range
scanner are cleverly disguised
as a fictional stunner and
short-range scanner.

Mission-appropriate currency is
supplied, from aureus to dollars
to qbits. Keep your receipts!

• Blue one-piece temporal shielding suit, with grey
utility pocket side panels.
• Light blue chest, elbow, and knee reinforcements.
• Built-in grey gloves, with integrated controls.
• Built-in grey boots.
• Temporal Services logo on both shoulders and at
the base of the chest piece.

Public Health & Safety
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Staff members wear a blue leisure
suit over their normal uniform.

Guests are issued yellow leisure
suits on entry to the park.

Notes
Park staff: When leisure suits are in use, staff
members wear the blue suit over their normal
uniform, after removing any gloves or shoes.

Name tags must be transferred to the outer garment.
Ensure you use the magnetic attachment option, not
the pin!

Credits
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Guest appearance by Rexie,
illustrated by Mr Cuddington

Guests: The park provides a yellow leisure suit for
guests to use, carefully cleaned, sterilised, and tested
between visits for their protection and ours.

The sealed faceplate has the added benefit of reducing
cleanup-related downtime on rides.

